In high-contrast composite materials, the electric field concentration is a common phenomenon when two inclusions are close to touch. It is important from an engineering point of view to study the dependence of the electric field on the distance between two adjacent inclusions. In this paper, we derive the upper and lower bounds of the gradient of solutions to the conductivity problem where two perfectly conducting inclusions are located very close to each other. To be specific, we extend the known results of Bao-Li-Yin (ARMA 2009) in two folds: First, we weaken the smoothness of the inclusions from C 2,α to C 1,α . To obtain an pointwise upper bound of the gradient, we follow an iteration technique developed by Bao-Li-Li (ARMA 2015), who mainly deal with the system of linear elasticity. However, when the inclusions are of C 1,α , we can not use W 2,p estimates for elliptic equations any more. In order to overcome this new difficulty, we take advantage of De Giorgi-Nash estimates and Campanato's approach to apply an adapted version of the iteration technique with respect to the energy. A lower bound in the shortest line between two inclusions is also obtained to show the optimality of the blow-up rate. Second, when two inclusions are only convex but not strictly convex, we prove that blow-up does not occur any more. Moreover, the establishment of the relationship between the blow-up rate of the gradient and the order of the convexity of the inclusions reveals the mechanism of such concentration phenomenon.
1. Introduction 1.1. Background. Let D be a bounded open set in R n , n ≥ 2, D 1 and D 2 be its two adjacent subdomains with ε-apart. The perfect conductivity problem is modeled as follows: Here and throughout this paper ν is the outward unit normal to the domain and the subscript ± indicates the limit from outside and inside the domain, respectively. In the second line of (1.1), the constants C 1 and C 2 represent free constant boundary conditions. The third line of (1.1) means that there is no flux through the boundaries of inclusions. By a variational argument, there exists a unique pair of C 1 and C 2 such that (1.1) has a solution u ∈ H 1 (Ω), see e.g. [7] . Namely, it can be described as the unique function which has the least energy in appropriate functional space, that is,
A simple, two dimensional example, which very well illustrates the main feature of our estimates, would have the domain D ⊂ R 2 model the cross-section of a fiberreinforced composite, D 1 and D 2 represent the cross-sections of the stiff fibers, and the remaining subdomain represents the matrix medium. The gradient of the potential u represents the electrical field in the conductivity problem and the stress in anti-plane elasticity. From the second and third lines of (1.1), there are constant C 1 and C 2 such that u = C i on ∂D i , i = 1, 2, which are free boundary conditions. This model can also be used to describe many other engineering and physical problems. Since they are mathematically identical henceforth we here use the conductivity terminology.
It is well known that the high concentration phenomenon of extreme electric field or mechanical loads in the extreme loads will be amplified by the composite microstructure, for example, the narrow region between two adjacent inclusions. Therefore, an optimal shape of the inclusions is the aim that an engineer pursues to design a more effective composite. Therefore, there have been many important works on the gradient estimates for strictly convex inclusions, especially for circular inclusions (that is, 2-convex inclusions). For two adjacent disks with ε apart, Keller [29] was the first to compute the effective electrical conductivity for a composite containing a dense array of perfectly conducting spheres of cylinders. In [6] , Babuška et al. numerically analyzed the initiation and growth of damage in composite materials, in which the inclusions are frequently spaced very closely and even touching. Bonnetier and Vogelius [14] and Li and Vogelius [37] proved the uniform boundedness of |∇u| regardless of ε provided that the conductivities stay away from 0 and ∞. Li and Nirenberg [36] extended the results in [37] to general divergence form second order elliptic systems including systems of elasticity.
For the perfect conductivity problem, the gradient's blow-up feature has attracted much attention in recent years due to its various applications. Much effort has been devoted to understanding of this blow-up mechanics. Ammari, Kang, and Lim [1] were the first to study the case of the close-to-touching regime of two circular particles whose conductivities degenerate to ∞ or 0, a lower bound on |∇u| was constructed there showing it blows up in both the perfectly conducting and insulating cases. This blow-up was proved to be of order ε −1/2 in R 2 . In their subsequent work with H. Lee and J. Lee [4] , they established upper and lower bounds to show the blow-up rate ε −1/2 is optimal in R 2 . Subsequently, it has been proved by many mathematicians that for the perfect conducting case the generic blow-up rate of |∇u| is ε −1/2 in dimension two, |ε ln ε| −1 in dimension three, and ε −1 in dimensions equal and greater than four. See Bao, Li and Yin [7, 8] , as well as Lim and Yun [39, 40] , Yun [42] [43] [44] . The corresponding boundary estimates see [4] and [35] . For the Lamé system with partially infinitely coefficients, see [9] [10] [11] 27] .
Recently, the characterizations of the singular behavior of ∇u for the perfect case was further developed in [2, 5, 12, 13, 25, 26, 28, 32, 34] . The stress blow-up in the hole case has been characterized by an explicit function in Lim and Yu [38] . The C 1 , C 2 estimates for the elliptic equations with coefficients having Dini mean oscillation condition was established in [18, 19] . For more related work on elliptic equations and systems from composites, see [3, [15] [16] [17] 20, 24, 33, 41] and the references therein.
In this paper, we mainly prove that in perfect conductivity problem the blow-up rates of the electric field, |∇u|, are totally determined by the geometry of the inclusions. This geometry quantity is the order of the convexity of the inclusions, we refer to it as m-convexity. For example, the circular inclusions are 2-convex, as mentioned before. For all the known results for perfect conductivity problem, the C 2,α smoothness of the inclusions is assumed, which means that m = 2 + α, see [1, 7] for instance. However, from the classical regularity theory of elliptic partial differential equations, it suffice to assume that the domain is C 1,α , to establish the gradient estimates of the solutions. Therefore, the first contribution of this present paper is to deal with the cases that 1 < m < 2. Although from the regularity theory of partial differential equation, the C 1, α smoothness is sufficient to obtain L ∞ estimate of the gradient, more new difficulty is encountered to apply the iteration argument developed in [10, 11] to establish a pointwise gradient estimate. The reason is that at this moment, the constructed auxiliary function is not smooth enough to employ the W 2, p -estimates as in the case of C 2,α inclusions (see Proposition 2.4). Here we make use of more delicate analysis technique, such as De Giorgi-Nash estimates and Campanato's approach, to adapt the iteration technique to make up this gap. On the other hand, as mentioned above, in most of known results the strict convexity of the inclusions are assumed. However, when the inclusions are only convex but not strictly convex (see Figure 1 ) in the perfect conductivity problem, we find that blow-up does not occur any more, which corresponds the case that m = ∞. We prove that |∇u| is uniformly bounded with respect to ε whenever the area of the flat region is bigger than zero (Theorem 1.4) and show the explicit effect of the flatness of the inclusions. The rest cases, 2 ≤ m < ∞, are also considered in such frame, see Theorem 1.7 below. Thus, we study the full range of m, 1 < m ≤ ∞ are systematic studied in this paper.
In what follows, we state our main results in two folds, presented in subsection 1.2 and 1.3, respectively. 1.2. C 1,α inclusions, when 1 < m < 2. We first fix our domain and notations. Let D 0 1 and D 0 2 be a pair of (touching at the origin) subdomains of D, a bounded open set in R n , n ≥ 2, far away from ∂D and satisfy
. We use superscripts prime to denote the (n−1)-dimensional variables and domains, such as x , B and Σ . We assume that ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 are all of C 1,α , 0 < α < 1. Translate D 0 i (i = 1, 2) by ± ε 2 along x n -axis as follows
For simplicity, we drop the superscript ε and denote
and P 1 := (0 , ε 2 ), P 2 := (0 , − ε 2 ) be the two nearest points between ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 such that dist(P 1 , P 2 ) = dist(∂D 1 , ∂D 2 ) = ε.
We further assume that there exists a constant R 1 , independent of ε, such that the top and bottom boundaries of the narrow region between ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 can be represented, respectively, by graphs
and
where the positive constants κ 0 < κ 1 < κ. Set
be the solution to (1.1) with ϕ ∈ C 1,α (∂D). Then for small ε > 0, we have
where C is a positive constant, independent of ε, and
To show that the blow-up rates ε −1 1+α for n = 2 and ε −1 for n ≥ 3 are optimal, we also have the lower bound of |∇u(x)| on the segment P 1 P 2 ,
For more details, see subsection 3.3. Remark 1.3. As α → 0 (that is, m → 1), one can see from (1.9) that |∇u(x)| ≤ Cε −1 . But, when D 1 and D 2 become Lipschitz domains (m = 1), the corner singularity is another more interesting and challenging topic. See, e.g. Kozlov et al's book [30] , Kang and Yun [28] for bow-tie structure. 1.3. C 2,α inclusions with partially "flat" boundaries, when m = ∞. In this case, we assume D 0 1 and D 0 2 are two (touching) subdomains of D with C 2,α (0 < α < 1) boundaries and have a part of common boundary Σ with |Σ | = 0, such that ∂D 0 1 ∩ ∂D 0 2 = Σ ⊂ R n−1 . See Figure 1 . Here, we suppose that Σ is a bounded convex domain in R n−1 , which can contain an (n − 1)-dimensional ball, and its center of mass is at the origin. Translate D 0 i (i = 1, 2) by ± ε 2 along x n -axis as in subsection 1.2 to have D 1 and D 2 like (1.3).
The top and bottom boundaries of the narrow region between ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 can be represented as follows: there exists a constant R 1 > 0, independent of ε, such that h 1 , h 2 ∈ C 2,α (B 2R1 (0 )), Σ ⊂ B R1 , satisfying, besides of (1.4), (1.5),
(1.11)
where κ 2 , κ 3 are positive constants, I n−1 is the (n − 1) × (n − 1) identity matrix.
be two bounded C 2,α subdomains, with partial flat boundaries Σ × {± ε 2 }, respectively, as in Figure 1 . Assume that (1.4), (1.5) and (1.11)-(1.14) hold. Let u ∈ H 1 (D) ∩ C 1 (Ω) be the solution to (1.1) and ϕ ∈ C 2,α (∂D). Then for 0 < ε < 1/2 and |Σ | > 0, we have 15) and 
where Σ := Σ × (− ε 2 , ε 2 ). Remark 1.6. If Σ = {0 }, then |Σ | = 0. From (1.17), we can see that the upper bound estimate actually is
This is consistent with the known results, see [1, 4, 7, 39] for instance. While, if |Σ | > 0, then |∇u| is bounded in Ω from (1.17) , which implies that no blow-up occurs.
In contrast with the blow-up result of Theorem 1.1, Theorem 1.4 shows the boundedness of |∇u| whenever |Σ | > 0. In order to further reveal such blow-up mechanics, we consider the intermediate cases that the relative convexity between D 1 and D 2 is of order 2 ≤ m < ∞. Namely, we assume that, besides of (1.4)-(1.6),
By a slight modification of the proof of Theorem 1.4, we have the following upper bound estimates with different blow-up rates, which tend to O(1) as m → ∞.
be the solution of (1.1) and ϕ ∈ C 2,α (∂D). Then for small ε > 0, 20) and
The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we first decompose the solution u = C 1 v 1 + C 2 v 2 + v 0 , where C i are from the free constant boundary conditions u = C i , and v i are solutions of boundary value problems with given Dirichlet data. Then we reduce the proof of Theorem 1.1 and 1.4 to the estimates for ∇v i and the estimates for C i . The key estimate is the pointwise upper and lower bounds for |∇v 1 | in the narrow region Ω R1 , see Propositions 2.1 and 2.4, which will also be used to estimate |C 1 − C 2 |. When ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 are of C 1,α , in order to prove Proposition 2.1, we need to adapt the classical C 1,α estimates [21] to our setting with partially zero boundary condition, see Theorem 2.2. It can be regarded as the analogue of theorem 9.13 in [23] . We give its proof in the Appendix.
In Section 3, we use Theorem 2.2 to prove Proposition 2.1. In Section 4, we use the iteration technique with respect to the energy, developed in [10] , and W 2,p estimates to prove Proposition 2.4 and Proposition 2.5.
Outline of the proof for two main results
In this section, we shall give the main ingredients to prove Theorem 1.1 and 1.4 and outline the proofs.
We first use the following decomposition as in [7] :
Thus, in order to prove (1.9) and (1.15), it suffices to estimate |∇v 1 |, |∇(v 1 + v 2 )|, |∇v 0 |, |C 1 − C 2 | and |C i | (i = 1, 2), respectively. To estimate |∇v 1 |, we introduce an auxiliary functionū 1 ∈ C 1,α (R n ) such that
5)
(2.6) Here and throughout this paper, unless otherwise stated, C denotes a constant, whose value may vary from line to line, depending only on n, λ 0 , λ 1 , κ 0 , κ 1 , κ 2 , κ 3 , R 1 and an upper bound of the C 2,α (or C 1,α ) norms of ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 , but not on ε. Also, we call a constant having such dependence a universal constant.
By using (1.6), (1.7) and denoting ∂ i := ∂/∂x i , a direct calculation yields that
Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1. Let v 1 ∈ H 1 (Ω) be the weak solution of (2.2). Then for small ε > 0,
(2.10)
Because h 1 and h 2 here are only of C 1,α , nowū 1 is not twice continuously differentiable. Thus, we do not have −∆w = ∆ū 1 any more, and can not immediately apply W 2, p estimates to obtain |∇w| ≤ C, like in [35] . We now write the right hand side in divergence form −∆w = div(∇ū 1 ).
We turn to the C 1,α estimates for elliptic equations to prove Proposition 2.1. With the aid of De Giorgi-Nash estimates, we adapt the classical C 1,α estimates [21] to our setting with partially zero boundary condition, which can be regarded as the analogue of theorem 9.13 in [23] . For readers' convenience, we give its proof in the Appendix.
12)
where C = C(n, α, Q , Q).
Here, the Hölder semi-norm off = ( f 1 , f 2 , ... , f n ) is defined as follows:
In order to prove Theorem 1.1, we also need Lemma 2.3. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.1, let v i ∈ H 1 (Ω) (i = 0, 1, 2) be the weak solutions of (2.2) and (2.3) respectively. Then
where C is independent of ε.
We are in position to prove Theorem 1.1 by using 
For the rest part, it is easy to see from the standard elliptic theories and Lemma 2.3 that
The proof of Theorem 1.1 is completed.
When ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 are of C 2,α , the auxiliary function is the same as before, still denotingū 1 , but good enough to take twice derivative. From the assumptions on h 1 and h 2 , (1.11)-(1.14), a direct calculation gives
where C is independent of ε. As a consequence, for small ε, we have 1 
21)
where ρ n (ε) is defined in (1.16) and C is independent of ε.
Combining with these estimates above, the proof of Theorem 1.4 follows that of Theorem 1.1.
Estimates for C 1,α inclusions and the proof of Proposition 2.1
This section is devoted to the proof of Proposition 2.1. Because ∂D 1 and ∂D 2 are only C 1,α , we adapt the iteration technique developed in [10] to allow us to apply Theorem 2.2. In this end, we define
. We first calculate the semi-norm
Indeed, we first note that for any (
This together with mean value theorem and (1.7) implies that for any
Then, for
While, for i = 1, 2, · · · , n − 1,
By virtue of (1.7) and (3.2)-(3.4), a direct calculation yields Since
it follows from the standard elliptic theories that
Thus, it is clear from (2.6) that
In order to estimate ∇v 1 L ∞ (Ω R 1 ) , we divide the proof into three steps. STEP 1. The boundedness of the total energy:
In fact, noting that ∂ nnū1 = 0 in Ω R1 , we multiply (3.7) by w, make use of integration by parts and Young's inequality, to obtain
Then, using (3.8) and (3.9), one has
For the first term on the right hand side, by using (2.7), we have
So that (3.11) is proved. STEP 2. The local energy estimates:
where δ(z ) = ε + h 1 (z ) − h 2 (z ). Indeed, from (3.7), we see that w also satisfies − ∆w = div(∇ū 1 − a) in Ω, (3.13) for any constant vector a ∈ R n . For 0 < t < s < R 1 , let η be a cutoff function satisfying
Multiplying (3.13) by η 2 w and using integration by parts, one has Ωt(z )
where we take a = (∇ū 1 ) Ωs(z ) := 1
| Ω s (z )| Ωs(z ) ∇ū 1 (y) dy. 
and by the definition of semi-norm [·] α, Ωs(z ) ,
Using (3.1), we calculate further and t i = δ + 2c 1 iε, i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , k. It is easy to see from (3.17) that
Taking s = t i+1 and t = t i in (3.18), we have the following iteration formula
After k iterations, and by virtue of (3.11), we have 
and Ωs(z )
In view of (3.15), and (3.20), estimate (3.18) becomes,
where c 2 is another fixed constant. Let k = 1 4c2|z | α and t i = δ + 2c 2 i |z | 1+α , i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , k. From (3.21), one has
Then, taking s = t i+1 and t = t i in (3.22), the iteration formula is
After k iterations, and using (3.11) again,
Thus, (3.12) is proved. STEP 3. Rescaling and L ∞ estimates of |∇w|.
Making the following change of variables on Ω δ (z ) as in [10] x − z = δy ,
x n = δy n , (3.23)
then Ω δ (z ) becomes Q 1 of nearly unit size, where We denote w(y , y n ) := w(δy + z , δy n ), u(y , y n ) :=ū 1 (δy + z , δy n ), (y , y n ) ∈ Q 1 .
From (3.7), we see that w satisfies
(3.25)
Applying the De Giorgi-Nash estimates for (3.25), see Lemma 5.4 in the Appendix, we obtain
By using the C 1,α estimates, Theorem 2.2 withf = ∇ u on Q 1/2 , we have
Combining with the Poincaré inequality
Rescaling back to the original region Ω δ (z ),
By virtue of (3.1) and (3.12), we have, for (z , x n ) ∈ Ω δ/4 (z ) and |z | ≤ R 1 ,
Thus, we finish the proof of Proposition 2.1.
Proposition 2.1 also holds for v 2 , defined in (2.2), if we choose an auxiliary functionū 2 = 1 −ū 1 in Ω R1 .
Proof of Lemma 2.3.
Proof of Lemma 2.3. Recalling the definitions of v 1 and v 2 in (2.2), one has
By theorem 1.1 of [33] , we have (2.14). By the same reason, (2.15) also holds. It is easy to have (2.16) hold by the trace embedding theorem and u H 1 (Ω) ≤ C (independent of ε). For (2.17), we rewrite the decomposition (2.1) as follows
From the third line of (1.1), we have
Hence,
(3.28)
By lemma 2.4 in [7] , we have known that
Now we calculate a 11 . By using the Green's formula,
where it is easy to see from (3.10) that
Then, combining with the upper bound (2.10), a direct calculation yields 1 Cρ n, α (ε) ≤ |a 11 | ≤ C ρ n, α (ε)
, (3.31) where ρ n, α (ε) is defined in (1.10). Thus, substituting this and (3.29) into (3.28), we prove (2.17).
3.3. The Lower Bounds. From the decomposition (2.4), we write
It follows from the third line of (1.1) that
∂ν | + , which is a linear functional of ϕ. We observe from (3.31), that a 11 = 0, so
(3.32)
For n = 2, by using the same argument in [31] , we have b 1 → b * 1 as ε → 0. Here b * 1 = ∂D * 1 ∂u * ∂ν + is a blow-up factor and u * satisfies 1, 2) , Ω * = D \ D * 1 ∩ D * 2 and C * = lim ε→0 1 2 (C 1 + C 2 ). Thus, by using (3.31) and (3.32) , if there exists ϕ such that b * 1 [ϕ] = 0, one has for small ε > 0
For n ≥ 3, it suffices to find a boundary data ϕ such that | b 1 [ϕ]| ≥ 1 C for some positive universal constant C, although b * 1 [ϕ] is not necessarily its limit. Then we have |∇u(x)| ≥ 1 Cε , for x ∈ P 1 P 2 .
Two Key Estimates in the Proof of Theorem 1.4
The key estimates in the proof of Theorem 1.4 are the estimates of |∇(v 1 −ū 1 )|, Proposition 2.4, and that of |C 1 −C 2 |, Proposition 2.5. Firstly, to prove Proposition 2.4, we follow the main idea in [10, 33] and list the main differences to show the role of |Σ | playing in such blow-up analysis. We emphasize that here the constants C are independent of |Σ |. For simplicity, we denote Similar as before, by virtue of the standard elliptic theory, one has that
Recalling (2.6), we have
Thus, to obtain (2.19), we only need to prove
4)
Next, we mainly make use of an adapted version of the iteration technique developed in [10] to obtain the energy estimates in a small cube and then use W 2,p estimates and the bootstrap argument to prove (4.4).
Proof of Proposition 2.4. We divide into three steps. STEP 1. The boundedness of the total energy:
Indeed, by using the maximum principle, we have 0 < v 1 < 1 in Ω. Together with |ū| ≤ C, we have w L ∞ (Ω) ≤ C.
By a direct computation,
Then, multiplying the equation in (4.2) by w and integrating by parts, one has
STEP 2. The local energy estimates
:
We adapt the iteration technique in [10] and give a unified iteration process for 0 < |z | < R 1 . For 0 < t < s < R 1 , let η be a cut-off function defined in (3.14 
Then, combining with (4.8) and (4.9), we have, for 0 < t < s < 2|z | 3 ,
where c 1 is the universal constant, we fix it now. F (t) is defined in (3.19) .
and t i = δ(z ) + 2c 1 iδ(z ), i = 0, 1, 2, · · · , k. Take s = t i+1 and t = t i in (4.10). It follows from (4.6) that
An iteration formula follows from (4.10) and (4.11),
F (t i+1 ) + C(i + 1) n−1 δ(z ) n , i = 1, 2, · · · , k.
After iterating k times, in view of (4.5), we have
So (4.7) holds. STEP 3. Rescaling and L ∞ estimates of |∇w|.
Under the change of variables (3.23), domain Ω δ (z ) becomes Q 1 , see (3.24) , with the top and bottom boundaries Γ ± 1 . Further denote w(y , y n ) := w(δy + z , δy n ), and u(y , y n ) :=ū 1 (δy + z , δy n ).
From (4.2), we see that w satisfies
(4.12)
By using W 2,p estimates and the standard bootstrap argument for (4.12) in Q 1 , then rescaling back, the same as the step 1.3 in [35] , we obtain
Substituting (4.7) and (4.6) into (4.13) yields
Thus, the estimate (2.19) is established.
We remark that Proposition 2.4 also holds for v 2 , the solution of (2.2), if we choose auxiliary function asū 2 = 1 −ū 1 in Ω R1 .
4.2.
Proof of Proposition 2.5. The following lemma is a main difference with the analog in [7] , which plays a key role in the blow-up analysis of |∇u|. Lemma 4.1. Under the hypotheses of Theorem 1.4, then for small ε > 0, we have 1 C
where C is a universal constant, independent of |Σ |.
In order to prove Lemma 4.1, we need the following well-known property for bounded convex domains, which refers to the ellipsoid of minimum volume (see e.g. [22, Theorem 1.8.2]). Lemma 4.2. If D ⊂ R n is a bounded convex set with nonempty interior and E is the ellipsoid of minimum volume containing D center at the center of mass of D, then n −3/2 E ⊂ D ⊂ E, where rE denotes the r-dilation of E with respect to its center.
Thus, for bounded convex (n − 1)-dimensional domain Σ , there exists a E such that (n − 1) −3/2 E ⊂ Σ ⊂ E . Denote the length of the longest principal semi-axis as R 0 and the length of the shortest principal semi-axis as R 0 > 0. In order to show the role of |Σ | in the blow-up analysis of |∇u|, we suppose for simplicity that R0 R0 ≥ a for some a > 0.
Then, there exists a constant C, depending only on n and a, such that
Proof of Lemma 4.1. Here, we only estimate a 11 for instance, since a 22 is similar. By virtue of the same reason of (3.30), we have
For the first term in (4.16), it is easy to see from (4.3) that
For the second term, by (2.20) ,
For the last term in (4.16), it is a little complicated. Using (2.20) again, one has
which implies that
.
Next, we divide into three cases by dimension to calculate the integral in (4.19) . Fist, if n = 2, then Σ = (−R 0 , R 0 ), and d(x ) = |x | − R 0 . We can choose some constantε ∈ (0, 1) depending only on R 1 , such that for 0 < ε <ε,
Inserting (4.17)-(4.20) to (4.16), we have, for small ε > 0 (say, at least less than
which implies (4.14) for n = 2.
For n = 3, in view of (4.15), we choose some constantε 1 ∈ (0, 1/e) such that for 0 < ε <ε 1 ,
where the Cauchy's inequality is used in the last inequality.
On the other hand, we pick a point p ∈ ∂Σ , take a quadrant Q outside Σ , with p as the vertex, (R 1 − R 0 )/2 as the radius, and symmetric with the outword normal at p. Then, in the polar coordinates {p; r, θ} with p as the center, for x ∈ Q, we have x = p + (r cos θ, r sin θ), θ ∈ (− π 4 , π 4 ), r ∈ (0, (R 1 − R 0 )/2), and dist(x , Σ ) ≤ dist(x , p). There exists some small positive constantε ∈ (0,ε 1 ), depending only on R 1 , such that for 0 < ε <ε, one has
Substituting these two estimates above into (4.16), together with (4.18) and (4.17), we have (4.14) for n = 3. If n ≥ 4, by using (4.15) again, we have
For any p ∈ ∂Σ , we also can construct a cone Q ⊂ B R1 \ Σ with p as the vertex, such that dist(x , Σ ) ≤ dist(x , p) whenever x ∈ Q. Then for small ε > 0, 
The proof is completed.
5.
Appendix : C 1,α estimates and De Giorgi-Nash estimates 5.1. C 1,α estimates. In this section, we shall use the Campanato's approach, see e.g. [21] , to prove Theorem 2.2. Let Q be a Lipschitz domain in R n , the Campanato space L 2,λ (Q), λ ≥ 0, is defined as follows
where u x0,ρ := 1 |Q∩Bρ(x0)| Q∩Bρ(x0) u(x) dx. It is endowed with the norm
where the semi-norm [·] L 2,λ (Q) is defined by
It is known that if n < λ ≤ n + 2 and α = λ−n 2 , the Campanato space L 2,λ (Q) is equivalent to the Hölder space C 0,α (Q).
We first recall a classical result in [21] . 
where C = C(n, α, R).
From the proof of Theorem 5.1 and the equivalence of Hölder space and Campanato space, we have the following interior estimates. 
2)
where C = C(n, α).
For the boundary estimate, we replace the ball B R (x 0 ) in (5.2) by the half ball
where C = C(n, α). Since Ψ is a homeomorphism, A(y 0 ) is positive definite. Then there exists a nonsingular constant matrix P such that P T A(y 0 )P = I n , where I n is the n × n identity matrix. Thus, under the transformation z = P T y, (5.5) becomes Then, by virtue of Corollary 5.3, we have
we have
. By using the interpolation inequality, one has
Since Ψ is a homeomorphism and P is nonsingular, it follows that the norms in (5.6) defined on B + R are equivalent to those on N = (P T • Ψ) −1 (B + R ), respectively. Thus, rescaling back to the variable x, we obtain
where N = (P T • Ψ) −1 (B + R/2 ) and C = C(n, α, Ψ, P). Furthermore, there exists a constant 0 < σ < 1 independent on R such that B σR (x 0 ) ∩ Q ⊂ N .
Therefore, recalling that Γ ⊂ ∂Q is a boundary portion, for any domain Q ⊂⊂ Q ∪ Γ and for each x 0 ∈ Q ∩ Γ, there exist R 0 = R 0 (x 0 ) and C 0 = C 0 (n, α, x 0 ) such that
Applying the finite covering theorem to the collection of B R0/2 (x 0 ) for all x 0 ∈ Γ ∩ Q , there exist finite B Rj /2 (x j ), j = 1, 2, ... K, covering Γ ∩ Q . Let C j be the constant in (5.7) corresponding to x j . Set
Thus, for any x 0 ∈ Γ ∩ Q , there exists j 0 ∈ {1, 2, ... , K} such that B R (x 0 ) ⊂ B Rj 0 (x j0 ) and
Finally, we give the estimates on Q . Let C be the constant in (5.2) from Corollary 5.2. Let C := max{ C, C} and R := min{(3C) −1/α , R}.
For any x 1 , x 2 ∈ Q , there are three cases to occur:
For case (i), we have
For case (ii), it follows from (5.8) that
For case (iii), by using Corollary 5.2, one has
Hence, in either case, we obtain
By the interpolation inequality, see e.g. [23, Lemma 6.32],
where C = C(n, α). Since R ≤ (3C) −1/α , we get
where C = C(n, α, Q , Q). By using the interpolation inequality, we obtain (2.12).
5.2.
De Giorgi-Nash estimates. In this subsection, we use De Giorgi-Nash approach, see [23, Theorem 8.15] , to obtain the L ∞ estimate of w which is used to prove Proposition 2.1.
Lemma 5.4. Let w be the solution of (3.25) with ∇ u ∈ C α (Q 1 , R n ), where Q 1 is defined in (3.24) . Then there exists a positive constant C = C(n, α, Q 1 ) such that w L ∞ (Q 1/2 ) ≤ C w L 2 (Q1) + [∇ u] α, Q1 .
Proof. For simplicity, we denotef := ∇ u. Let β ≥ 1, N > k, we choose a function H ∈ C 1 ([k, ∞)) by setting H(t) = t β − k β for t ∈ [k, N ] and taking to be linear for t ∈ [N, ∞). We set ψ = w + + k and take v = G(ψ) = ψ k |H (s)| 2 ds
with k = f L q (Q1) for q > n. Then, we take η 2 v as a test function, where the cut-off function η(y ) satisfies η(y ) = 1 for |y | ≤ 1/2 and η(y ) = 0 for |y | = 1. Integrating by parts, using Young's inequality, and observing that Q1 ηG(ψ)∇η∇ w − dy = 0 and G(s) ≤ G (s)s, one has Let r 1 , r 2 be such that 1/2 ≤ r 1 < r 2 ≤ 1 and set η = 1 for |y | ≤ r 1 , η = 0 for |y | ≥ r 2 with |∇η| ≤ 2/(r 2 − r 1 ). Writing χ =n/(n − 2) in (5.13), we have ψ L 2βχ (Qr 1 ) ≤ Cβ r 2 − r 1 β −1 ψ L 2β (Qr 2 ) .
Then, iterating by β = χ j and r j = 1 2 + 1 4 j+1 , j = 0, 1, · · · , we have ψ L 2χ j+1 (Qr j+1 ) ≤ Cχ j r j − r j+1
where C = C(n, q, Q 1 ). Recalling that ψ = w + + k, a direct calculation yields w + L ∞ (Q 1/2 ) ≤ C( w L 2 (Q1) + f L q (Q1) ). (5.14) We observe that (5.14) is also valid by replacing w with − w. Thus, we have w L ∞ (Q 1/2 ) ≤ C( w 2,Q1 + f L q (Q1) ), (5.15) where q > n and C = C(n, q, Q 1 ).
Since w still satisfies −∆ w = div(f −f Q1 ), following the proof of (5.15), we have
where C = C(n, α, Q 1 ). The proof is completed.
